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Abstract: In this paper, we study semi symmetric and pseudo symmetric conditions in S -manifolds, those are 

0=RR  , 0=CR  , 0=RC  , 0=CC  , ),(= 1 RgQLRR  , ),(= 2 CgQLCR  , 

),(= 3 RgQLRC  , and ),(= 4 CgQLCC  , where C is the Concircular curvature tensor and 

4321 ,,, LLLL  are the smooth functions on M , further we discuss about Ricci soliton. 
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I. Introduction 

The notion of f -structure on a )(2 sn -dimensional manifold M , i.e., a tensor field of type (1,1)  

on M  of rank n2  satisfying 0=3 ff  , was firstly introduced in 1963 by K. Yano [28] as a generalization 

of both (almost) contact (for s = 1) and (almost) complex structures (for s = 0). During the subsequent years, this 

notion has been furtherly developed by several authors [3], [4], [11], [12], [15], [16], [17]. Among them, H. 

Nakagawa in [16] and [17] introduced the notion of framed f -manifold, later developed and studied by S.I. 

Goldberg and K. Yano ([11], [12]) and others with the denomination of globally framed f -manifolds. 

A Riemannian manifold M  is called locally symmetric if its curvature tensor R  is parallel, i.e., 0=R , 

where   denotes the Levi-Civita connection. As a generalization of locally symmetric manifolds the notion of 

semisymmetric manifolds was defined by  

TMWVUYXWVURYXR  ,,,,0,=),)(),((   

and studied by many authors [18], [19], [26], [20]. Z.I. Szabo [25] gave a full intrinsic classification of these 

spaces. R. Deszcz [8, 9] weakened the notion of semisymmetry and introduced the notion of pseudosymmetric 

manifolds by  

 ],),)()[((=),)(),(( WVURYXLWVURYXR R   (1.1) 

 where RL  is smooth function on M  and YX   is an endomorphism defined by  

 .),(),(=)( YZXgXZYgZYX   (1.2) 

  

Definition 1 A Ricci soliton is a natural generalization of an Einstein metric and is defined on a Riemannian 

manifold ),( gM . A Ricci soliton is a triple ),,( Vg  with g  is a Riemannian metric, V  is a vector field 

and   is a real scalar such that  

 0.=),(2),(2),()( YXgYXSYXgLV   (1.3) 

  

where S  is a Ricci tensor of M  and VL  denotes the Lie derivative operator along the vector field V

. The Ricci soliton is said to be shrinking, steady and expanding according as   is negative, zero and positive 

respectively. The authors R.Sharma [22, 23, 24] and M.M.Tripathi [27] initiated the study of Ricci solitons in 

contact manifold. But linaC


 and Crasmareanu [6], Bagewadi and Ingalahalli [14, 1], S.Debnath and 

A.Battacharya [7] have studied the existence and also obtained results on Ricci solitons in f -kenmotsu 

manifolds,  -Sasakian manifolds, Lorentzian  -Sasakian manifolds, Trans-Sasakian manifolds using 

L.P.Eisenhart problem [10]. But C.S.Bagewadi, Ingalahalli and Ashok, C.S.Bagewadi and K.R.Vidyavathi have 

studied Ricci solitons in Kenmotsu manifolds, almost )(C  manifolds using semi-symmetric and 

pseudosymmetric conditions [2]. In the present paper, we study Ricci soliton in S -manifolds satisfying semi 

symmetric and pseudo symmetric conditions those are 0=RR  , 0=CR  , 0=RC  , 0=CC  , 

),(= 1 RgQLRR  , ),(= 2 CgQLCR  , ),(= 3 RgQLRC  , and ),(= 4 CgQLCC  , where C  is the 
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Concircular curvature tensor and 4321 ,,, LLLL  are the smooth functions on M . 

 

II. Preliminaries 

 Let M  be a )(2 sn -dimensional manifold with an f -structure of rank n2 . If there exists global vector 

fields )...,(1,2,3,...=, s  on M  such that;  

 ,=)(,=2 
   If  (2.1) 

 0,=0,= ff    (2.2) 

 ),,(=),(),(=),( YfXgfYXgXXg    (2.3) 

 

where   are the dual 1-forms of  , we say that the f -structure has complemented frames. For such a 

manifold there exists a Riemannian metric g  such that  

 )()(),(=),( YXfYfXgYXg    (2.4) 

 

for any vector fields X  and Y  on M . 

An f -structure f  is normal, if it has complemented frames and  

 0=2],[   dff   ,  

 

where ],[ ff  is Nijenhuis torsion of f . 

Let F  be the fundamental 2-form defined by )(,),,(=),( MTYXfYXgYXF  . A normal f -structure 

for which the fundamental form F  is closed, 0)(,......,1  n

s d   for any  , and 

Fdd s ==....=1   is called to be an S -structure. A smooth manifold endowed with an S -stucture will be 

called an S -manifold. These manifolds introduced by Blair [3]. 

We have to remark that if we take 1=s , S -manifolds are natural generalizations of Sasakian manifolds. In the 

case 2s  some interesting examples are given [3], [13]. 

If M  is an S -manifold, then the following relations holds true [3];  

 sMTXfXX 1,2,....,=),(,=    (2.5) 

 ),(,},)(),({=)( 2 MTYXXfYfYfXgYfX      (2.6) 

 where   is the Riemannian connection of g . Let   be the distribution determined by the projection tensor-

2f  and let N  be the complementry distribution which is determined by If 2
 and spanned by s ,.....1 . It 

is clear that if X  then 0=)(X  for any  , and if NX  , then fX =0. A plane section   on 

M  is called an invariant f -section if it is determined by a vector MxxX  ),( , such that },{ fXX  is 

an orthonormal pair spanning the section. The sectional curvature of   is called the f -sectional curvature. If 

M  is an S -manifold of constant f -sectional curvature k , then its curvature tensor has the form  

 

)()(),()()(),()()(),({=),,,(
,

WXfZfYgWYfZfXgZYfWfXgWZYXR 


   

 )},(),(),(),(){3(
4

1
)}()(),( fWfYgfZfXgfZfYgfWfXgskZXfWfYg     

 )},,(),(2),(),(),(),(){(
4

1
WZFYXFWYFZXFZYFWXFsk   (2.7) 

 where )(,,, MTWZYX  . Such a manifold )(KN  will be called an S -space form. The Euclidean space 

snE 2
 and the hiperbolic space 

snH 2
 are examples of S -space forms.  
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Definition 2 S -manifold ),,,,(   gfM  is said to be  -Einstein if the Ricci tensor S  of M  is of the 

form  

 ,=
1= 

  
s

bagS   

 where ba,  are constants on M.  

 Now contracting equation (2.7) we get  

 

),()(
4

)3()32)(4(2
),(

4

)3(1))(23(4
=),( ZY

sksksn
ZYg

sknsks
ZYS 










 








 
 (2.8) 

  

)].(12)(25)(72)36(13[
4

1
=),( 2 snksknssknsYS   (2.9) 

 From (2.7) we have  

 },)()({=),( YXXYsYXR 


    (2.10) 

 },)(),({=),( YZZYgsZYR 


    (2.11) 

 )}.(),()(),({=)),(( YZXgXZYgsZYXR 


    (2.12) 

 

III. Ricci Soliton In Semi-Symmetric S -Manifolds 

 An S -manifold is said to be semi-symmetric if 0=RR  .  

 0,=),)(),(( WVURYR   (3.1) 

  

 0.=),(),()),(,(),),((),(),( WYRVURWVYRURWVUYRRWVURYR   

 (3.2) 

 Using (2.11) in (3.2), we get  

 WVYRUWVRUYgYWVURWVURYgs ),()(),(),()),(()),(,({ 


   

 0=}),()(),(),(),()(),(),( YVURWVURWYgWYURVWURVYg   

 (3.3) 

 By taking an inner product with   then we get  

 

)),(()()),((),()()),((),,,({ WVYRUWVRUYgYWVURYWVUsR 


   

 

0.=)}),(()()),((),()),(()()),((),( YVURWVURWYgWYURVWURVYg   

 (3.4) 

 By using (2.10), (2.12) in (3.4) we have  

 0.=),(),(),(),(),,,( 22 WVgUYgsWUgVYgsYWVUsR   (3.5) 

 Taking ieYU ==  in (3.5) and summing over sni .21,2,......=  we get  

 ),(1)(2=),( WVgsnsWVS   (3.6) 

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 1 Semi symmetric S -manifold is an Einstein manifold.  

 If V  is co-linear with  , then Ricci soliton along   is given by  

 ),(2),(2),)(( YXgYXSYXgL     

Definition 3 Let ),,.......,,,,.......,,,( 2121 gf ss   is the contact S -frame manifold, if V  is in the 

linear span (combination) of s ,......, 21  then sscccV   ...........= 2211  and the Ricci soliton is a 
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triple ),,( g  with g  is a Riemannian metric, )1,2,....=(, s  is a vector field and   is a real scalar 

such that  

 0=),(2),(2),)((
1=

YXgYXSYXgLc
i

i

s

i

   (3.7) 

 

From (3.7) we have  

 0.=),(2),(2),(),( YXgYXSXgcYgc YiXi     (3.8) 

 Using (2.5) in (3.8) we get  

 0=),(2),(2),(),( YXgYXSXfYgcYfXgc ii   (3.9) 

 From (3.6) and (3.9) we have  

 0=),()1)(2( YXgsns   (3.10) 

 Taking ieYX ==  in (3.10) and summing over sni .21,2,......= , we get the value of    

 0)1)(<(2=  sns   

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 2 Ricci soliton in semi-symmetric S -manifold is shrinking.  

 

Corollary 1 Ricci soliton in semi symmetric S -manifold is steady if 0=s  (Kaehler manifold) and is shrinking 

if 1=s  (Sasakian manifold).  

 

IV. Ricci soliton in S -manifolds satisfying 0=CR  . 
 The Concircular curvature tensor C is given by  

 }),(),({
1)(22

),(=),( YZXgXZYg
nn

r
ZYXRZYXC 


  (4.1) 

 Using (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) in (4.1) we get  

 },)()({
1)(22

=),( YXYX
nn

r
sYXC 


  










   (4.2) 

 )},(),({
1)(22

=),( ZYZYg
nn

r
sZYC 


  










   (4.3) 

 )}.(),()(),({
1)(22

=)),(( YZXgXZYg
nn

r
sZYXC 


  










   (4.4) 

 Let us assume that the condition 0=),)(),(( WVUCYR   hold on M , then  

 0.=),(),()),(,(),),((),(),( WYRVUCWVYRUCWVUYRCWVUCYR   

 (4.5) 

 Using (2.11) in (4.5), we get  

 WVYCUWVCUYgYWVUCWVUCYgs ),()(),(),()),(()),(,({ 


   

 0=}),()(),(),(),()(),(),( YVUCWVUCWYgWYUCVWUCVYg   

 (4.6) 

 By taking an inner product with   then we get  

 

)),(()()),((),()()),((),,,({ WVYCUWVCUYgYWVUCYWVUsC 


   

 

0.=)}),(()()),((),()),(()()),((),( YVUCWVUCWYgWYUCVWUCVYg   

 (4.7) 

 By using (4.2), (4.4) in (4.7) we have  
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)}.,(),(),(),({
1)(22

=),,,( WUgVYgWVgUYg
nn

r
sYWVUC 










  (4.8) 

 Taking ieYU ==  in (4.8) and summing over sni .21,2,......=  and using (4.1) we get  

 ),(1)(2=),( WVgsnsWVS   (4.9) 

 Thus we state the following;  

 

Theorem 3 S -manifold satisfying the condition 0=CR   is an Einstein manifold.  

 From (4.9) and (3.9) we have  

 0=),()1)(2( YXgsns   (4.10) 

 Taking ieYX ==  in (4.10) and summing over sni .21,2,......= , we get the value of    

 0)1)(<(2=  sns   

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 4 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying the condition 0=CR   is shrinking.  

 

Corollary 2 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying 0=CR   is steady if 0=s  (Kaehler manifold) and is 

shrinking if 1=s  (Sasakian manifold).  

 

V. Ricci soliton in S -manifolds satisfying 0=RC  . 

 Let us assume that the condition 0=),)(),(( WVURYC   hold on M , then  

 0.=),(),()),(,(),),((),(),( WYCVURWVYCURWVUYCRWVURYC   

 (5.1) 

 Using (4.3) in (5.1), we get  

 

WVYRUWVRUYgYWVURWVURYg
nn

r
s ),()(),(),()),(()),(,({

1)(22




 









   

 0=}),()(),(),(),()(),(),( YVURWVURWYgWYURVWURVYg   

 (5.2) 

 By taking an inner product with   then we get  

 

)),(()()),((),()()),((),,,({ WVYRUWVRUYgYWVURYWVUsR 


   

 

0.=)}),(()()),((),()),(()()),((),( YVURWVURWYgWYURVWURVYg   

 (5.3) 

 By using (4.2), (4.4) in (5.3) we have  

 )}.,(),(),(),({=),,,( WUgVYgWVgUYgsYWVUR   (5.4) 

 Taking ieYU ==  in (5.4) and summing over sni .21,2,......=  we get  

 ),(1)(2=),( WVgsnsWVS   (5.5) 

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 5 S -manifold satisfying the condition 0=RC   is an Einstein manifold.  

 From (5.5) and (3.9) we have  

 0=),()1)(2( YXgsns   (5.6) 

 Taking ieYX ==  in (5.6) and summing over sni .21,2,......= , we get the value of    

 0)1)(<(2=  sns   

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 6 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying the condition 0=RC   is shrinking.  
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Corollary 3 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying 0=RC   is steady if 0=s  (Kaehler manifold) and is 

shrinking if 1=s  (Sasakian manifold).  

 

Ricci soliton in S -manifolds satisfying 0=CC  . 

 Let us assume that the condition 0=),)(),(( WVUCYC   hold on M , then  

 0.=),(),()),(,(),),((),(),( WYCVUCWVYCUCWVUYCCWVUCYC   

 (6.1) 

 Using (4.3) in (6.1), we get  

 

WVYCUWVCUYgYWVUCWVUCYg
nn

r
s ),()(),(),()),(()),(,({

1)(22




 









   

 0=}),()(),(),(),()(),(),( YVUCWVUCWYgWYUCVWUCVYg   

 (6.2) 

 By taking an inner product with   then we get  

 

)),(()()),((),()()),((),,,({ WVYCUWVCUYgYWVUCYWVUsC 


   

 

0.=)}),(()()),((),()),(()()),((),( YVUCWVUCWYgWYUCVWUCVYg   

 (6.3) 

 By using (4.2), (4.4) in (6.3) we have  

 )}.,(),(),(),({
1)(22

=),,,( WUgVYgWVgUYg
nn

r
sYWVUC 










  (6.4) 

 Taking ieYU ==  in (4.8) and summing over sni .21,2,......=  and using (4.1) we get  

 ),(1)(2=),( WVgsnsWVS   (6.5) 

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 7 S -manifold satisfying the condition 0=CC   is an Einstein manifold.  

 From (6.5) and (3.9) we have  

 0=),()1)(2( YXgsns   (6.6) 

 Taking ieYX ==  in (6.6) and summing over sni .21,2,......= , we get the value of    

 0)1)(<(2=  sns   

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 8 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying the condition 0=CC   is shrinking.  

 

 

Corollary 4 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying 0=CC   is steady if 0=s  (Kaehler manifold) and is 

shrinking if 1=s  (Sasakian manifold).  

 

VI. Ricci soliton in Pseudo-symmetric S -manifolds 

 An S -manifold is said to be Pseudo-symmetric if ),(= 1 RgQLRR  .  

 ],),)()[((=),)(),(( 1 WVURYLWVURYR     (7.1) 

  

 WYRVURWVYRURWVUYRRWVURYR ),(),()),(,(),),((),(),(     

 ]))(,())(,(),)((),()[(= 1 WYVURWVYURWVUYRWVURYL   

 (7.2) 

 Using (2.11) L.H.S of (??) is  
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 WVYRUWVRUYgYWVURWVURYgs ),()(),(),()),(()),(,({ 


   

 }.),()(),(),(),()(),(),( YVURWVURWYgWYURVWURVYg     (7.3) 

 By taking an inner product with   then we get  

 

)),(()()),((),()()),((),,,({ WVYRUWVRUYgYWVURYWVUsRs 


   

 

)}.),(()()),((),()),(()()),((),( YVURWVURWYgWYURVWURVYg   

 (7.4) 

 By using (2.10), (2.12) in (??) we have  

 )}.,(),(),(),(),,,({ 22 WVgUYgsWUgVYgsYWVUsRs   (7.5) 

 Again using (2.11) R.H.S of (??), we get  

 WVYRUWVRUYgYWVURWVURYgL ),()(),(),()),(()),(,({[1 


   

 }].),()(),(),(),()(),(),( YVURWVURWYgWYURVWURVYg     (7.6) 

 By taking an inner product with   then we get  

 

)),(()()),((),()()),((),,,({[1 WVYRUWVRUYgYWVURYWVUsRL 


   

 

)}].),(()()),((),()),(()()),((),( YVURWVURWYgWYURVWURVYg   

 (7.7) 

 By using (2.10), (2.12) in (7.7) we have  

 )].,(),(),(),(),,,([ 22

1 WVgUYgsWUgVYgsYWVUsRL   (7.8) 

 From (7.5) and (7.8) we get  

 0.=)],(),(),(),(),,,(][[ 22

1 WVgUYgsWUgVYgsYWVUsRsL   (7.9) 

 Therefore either sL =1  or  

 )}.,(),(),(),({=),,,( WUgVYgWVgUYgsYWVUR   (7.10) 

 Taking ieYU ==  in (7.10) and summing over sni .21,2,......=  we get  

 ),(1)(2=),( WVgsnsWVS   (7.11) 

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 9 Pseudo symmetric S -manifold is an Einstein manifold provided sL 1   

 From (7.11) and (3.9) we have  

 0=),()1)(2( YXgsns   (7.12) 

 Taking ieYX ==  in (7.12) and summing over sni .21,2,......= , we get the value of    

 0)1)(<(2=  sns   

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 10 Ricci soliton in pseudo symmetric S -manifold is shrinking.  

Corollary 5 Ricci soliton in pseudo symmetric S -manifold is steady if 0=s  (Kaehler manifold) and is 

shrinking if 1=s  (Sasakian manifold).  

 

VII. Ricci soliton in S -manifolds satisfying ),(= 2 CgQLCR  . 

 Let us assume that the condition WVUCYLWVUCYR ),]()[(=),)(),(( 2     hold on M , then  

 WYRVUCWVYRUCWVUYRCWVUCYR ),(),()),(,(),),((),(),(     

 ]))(,())(,(),)((),()[(= 2 WYVUCWVYUCWVUYCWVUCYL   
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 (8.1) 

 Using (2.11) L.H.S of (??) is  

 WVYCUWVCUYgYWVUCWVUCYgs ),()(),(),()),(()),(,({ 


   

 }.),()(),(),(),()(),(),( YVUCWVUCWYgWYUCVWUCVYg     (8.2) 

 By taking an inner product with   then we get  

 

)),(()()),((),()()),((),,,({ WVYCUWVCUYgYWVUCYWVUsCs 


   

 

)}.),(()()),((),()),(()()),((),( YVUCWVUCWYgWYUCVWUCVYg   

 (8.3) 

 By using (4.2), (4.4) in (??) we have  

 .)],(),(),(),([
1)(22

),,,(2



















 WUgVYgWVgUYg

nn

r
sYWVUCs  (8.4) 

 Again using (2.11) R.H.S of (8.1) is  

 WVYCUWVCUYgYWVUCWVUCYgL ),()(),(),()),(()),(,({2 


   

 }.),()(),(),(),()(),(),( YVUCWVUCWYgWYUCVWUCVYg    (8.5) 

 By taking an inner product with   then we get  

 

)),(()()),((),()()),((),,,({2 WVYCUWVCUYgYWVUCYWVUsCL 


   

 

)}.),(()()),((),()),(()()),((),( YVUCWVUCWYgWYUCVWUCVYg   

 (8.6) 

 By using (4.2), (4.4) in (8.6) we have  

 



















 )],(),(),(),([

1)(22
),,,(2 WUgVYgWVgUYg

nn

r
sYWVUCsL  (8.7) 

 From (8.4) and (8.7) we get  

 0=)],(),(),(),([
1)(22

),,,(][ 2

2



















 WUgVYgWVgUYg

nn

r
sYWVUCssL

 (8.8) 

 Therefore either sL =2  or  

 )],(),(),(),([
1)(22

=),,,( WUgVYgWVgUYg
nn

r
sYWVUC 










  (8.9) 

 Taking ieYU ==  in (8.9) and summing over sni .21,2,......=  we get  

 ),(1)(2=),( WVgsnsWVS   (8.10) 

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 11 S -manifold satisfying the condition ),(= 2 CgQLCR   is an Einstein manifold provided 

sL 2 .  

 From (8.10) and (3.9) we have  

 0=),()1)(2( YXgsns   (8.11) 

 Taking ieYX ==  in (8.11) and summing over sni .21,2,......= , we get the value of    

 0)1)(<(2=  sns   

 Thus we state the following;  
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Theorem 12 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying the condition ),(= 2 CgQLCR   is shrinking.  

 

Corollary 6 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying ),(= 2 CgQLCR   is steady if 0=s  (Kaehler manifold) 

and is shrinking if 1=s  (Sasakian manifold).  

 

VIII. Ricci soliton in S -manifolds satisfying ),(= 3 RgQLRC  . 

 Let us assume that the condition WVURYLWVURYC ),]()[(=),)(),(( 3     hold on M , then  

 WYCVURWVYCURWVUYCRWVURYC ),(),()),(,(),),((),(),(     

 ]))(,())(,(),)((),()[(= 3 WYVURWVYURWVUYRWVURYL   

 (9.1) 

 Using (5.2), (5.3), (7.6) and (7.7) in (9.1) we get  

 0=)]},(),(),(),([),,,({
1)(22

3 WUgVYgWVgUYgsYWVUR
nn

r
ssL 





















 (9.2) 

 Therefore, either 
1)(22

=3



nn

r
sL  or  

 )}.,(),(),(),({=),,,( WUgVYgWVgUYgsYWVUR   (9.3) 

 Taking ieYU ==  in (9.3) and summing over sni .21,2,......=  we get  

 ),(1)(2=),( WVgsnsWVS   (9.4) 

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 13 S -manifold satisfying the condition ),(= 3 RgQLRC   is an Einstein manifold provided 

1)(22
3




nn

r
sL .  

 From (9.4) and (3.9) we have  

 0=),()1)(2( YXgsns   (9.5) 

 Taking ieYX ==  in (9.5) and summing over sni .21,2,......= , we get the value of    

 0)1)(<(2=  sns   

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 14 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying the condition ),(= 3 RgQLRC   is shrinking.  

 

Corollary 7 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying ),(= 3 RgQLRC   is steady if 0=s  (Kaehler manifold) 

and is shrinking if 1=s  (Sasakian manifold).  

 

IX. Ricci soliton in S -manifolds satisfying ),(= 4 CgQLCC  . 

 Let us assume that the condition WVUCYLWVUCYC ),]()[(=),)(),(( 4     hold on M , then  

 WYCVUCWVYCUCWVUYCCWVUCYC ),(),()),(,(),),((),(),(     

 ]))(,())(,(),)((),()[(= 4 WYVUCWVYUCWVUYCWVUCYL   

 (10.1) 

 Using (6.2), (6.3), (8.5) and (8.6) in (10.1) we get  

 

0=)],(),(),(),([
1)(22

),,,(
1)(22

4







































 WUgVYgWVgUYg

nn

r
sYWVUC

nn

r
ssL

 (10.2) 
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 Therefore, either 
1)(22

=4



nn

r
sL  or  

 )}.,(),(),(),({
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 Taking ieYU ==  in (10.3) and summing over sni .21,2,......= , using (4.1) we get  

 ),(1)(2=),( WVgsnsWVS   (10.4) 

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 15 S -manifold satisfying the condition ),(= 4 CgQLCC   is an Einstein manifold provided 

1)(22
4




nn
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sL .  

 From (10.4) and (3.9) we have  

 0=),()1)(2( YXgsns   (10.5) 

 Taking ieYX ==  in (10.5) and summing over sni .21,2,......= , we get the value of    

 0)1)(<(2=  sns   

 Thus we state the following;  

Theorem 16 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying the condition ),(= 4 CgQLCC   is shrinking.  

Corollary 8 Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying ),(= 4 CgQLCC   is steady if 0=s  (Kaehler manifold) 

and is shrinking if 1=s  (Sasakian manifold).  

 

X. Conclusion 

It is shown that Ricci soliton in S -manifold satisfying semi-symmetric and pseudo-symmetric conditions are 

shrinking. Hence if 1=S , then Sasakian manifolds are shrinking which in accordance with [1], [5], [14], and if 

0=S , then Kaehler manifolds are steady [21]  
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